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Resumen 
Dados los numerosos cambios que ha incluido la LOMCE en el Sistema Educativo Español, el presente estudio es un intento de 
conocer en qué medida afectan estos cambios a los principales implicados, el alumnado. La investigación se ha llevado a cabo en el 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the 2014/1015 Academic year, the reform of the Spanish educative system was the main order of the day to be 
introduced by the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport. Consequently, the new the Organic Law 8/2013, passed on the 
9th December, on the Improvement of the Quality of Education (LOMCE) was featured in numerous media. The social 
impact of the new reform leaded to many opinions from teachers, parents and students. But, regarding to the school 
context, are primary students aware of the educational reforms that they now exist within? How are changes affecting 
primary school students? We are forgetting the feelings from those mainly affected, that is to soy, students who belong to 
the Primary Education stage. They have to face worries, difficulties or attractions related to the reform which has been 
introduced. Teachers should be aware of the view that students have about how a subject like Social science can affect the 
whole life of a student. In this sense, LOMCE, as well as PEB (Bilingual Education Program), have significantly affected the 
present and future of Primary Education students. As a result, according to the importance of this topic, there are enough 
reasons to conduct a study to analyze how the reform affects students of primary stage and what their opinions about the 
matter are.  
This research allows students to express their feelings about these new changes, which were established because 
teachers are now responsible to ensure the development of learning in students belonging to the stage of Primary 
Education. However, the mentioned purpose will only be possible by knowing their sources of motivation and inspiration. 
Cook (2011) defends that “motivation works in both directions: high motivation is one factor that encourages successful 
learning; in reverse, successful learning encourage high motivation.” It is in the hands of the teachers that students do not 
lose the curiosity of things which are happening around them at the moment and those which took place in the past. 
Teachers should enhance the desire of students to go to school.  
Thus, the present research has been emphasised in the introduction of the Social science subject which is especially 
well focused on the whole preparation of students because it allows them "to drink at the great wells of human 
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experience”, that is, a process that has the potential both to develop reasoned judgement and to promote an expanded 
view of humanity. In this way, giving the opportunity to access this new area of knowledge will allow students to be more 
aware of social facts such wars which took place in the past and their consequences for the human being; the rights which 
have been achieved by Spanish people in the last 20
th
 century, etc. In this light, Stephen Thornton has argued “educators 
need to acknowledge that the demands and purpose of history as a school subject”; the source of our culture; how our 
society is structured and how it works, that is, only by discovering and developing their own social identity students will be 
able to take part in a democratic society as rational and critical-thinking citizens.   
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Our society is initiating a new era in the development of contents and language integrating learning. Bilingual Education 
has been implemented since antiquity and, as a consequence, over 66% of children worldwide are now bilingual. However, 
Bilingual Education has been dealt with different perspectives and methodologies. In this sense, some controversies 
appeared in reference to motivation and quality of the method used with the bilingual immersion. Therefore, a re-
conceptualisation of the modern languages school curriculum may be essential in order to adequate content and 
methodologies involved. In this sense, as some authors have stated, the current modern foreign language curriculum and 
methodologies that were developed in response to communicative principles are no longer entirely relevant and 
motivating to many young people (Coyle, 1999). 
2.1 Bilingual Education Development 
In 1940 the One-Way Immersion was originated in Wales and, later on in 1970 it was developed in Canada. This 
approach determines the same background which registers primarily native English speakers. In 1960 the Transitional 
Bilingual Programs took place in the US.  In 1990 the Two-way Immersion was implemented in US which learners had two 
different backgrounds and teachers were English native speakers. In 1996 the Bilingual Education Program (BEP) was 
introduced in Spain being executed an agreement between the Ministry and the British Council. The BEP was carried out 
early due to an increasingly widespread feeling of dissatisfaction among teachers and parents in Spain with the outcomes 
of what must be considered as the model of teaching a Modern Language at Primary School (MLPS). This perception was 
justified by the review of research on this topic across the European Union, supported by the European Commission which 
revealed there was only evidence of pupils having developed a fluent, flexible and accurate command of foreign language 
at the end of the Primary Education (Dobson, A. et al., 2010). In 2000 Contents and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) 
programmes were implemented in Europe and it is now characterized by using a non-native language as a medium of 
instruction, integrating contents from the curriculum and language learning (Mehisto, P. et al., 2008). In addition, CLIL is 
constituted by four important pillars: Content, Cognition, Communication and Culture (Coyle, Hood and Marsh, 2010). 
Also, CLIL has supposed an explosion of interest in Europe and beyond, as many teachers, learners, parents, researchers 
and policy have realised the potential of this educational system and it has been interpreted in different ways. As a 
consequence, the CLIL movement involves different variation become rooted in distributed context. From the European 
level there is a vision of bilingual education according to national and regional contexts. In this way, CLIL in Luxembourg or 
Scotland or Switzerland differ significantly from CLIL in Sweden, France or Spain due to social and cultural differences 
including linguistic diversity and attitudes to English. Spain is increasingly becoming one of the European leaders in CLIL 
practice and research. In addition, as a result of the variety of its cultural and linguistic diversity it has led to a wide variety 
of CLIL policies and practices which offer us many examples of CLIL in different stages of development that are related to 
context. 
In Spain sixteen studies took place in order to assess the practices carried out through Bilingual Education Program 
(Dobson, A. et al., 2010). The mentioned studies analysed the bilingual methodology used by teachers, the interaction of 
students in bilingual lessons, the participation of parents in the Bilingual Program, heads of schools and teachers’ opinions 
about the effects of the Bilingual Program in the daily life of students from nursery level to the last year of secondary 
education. The results were positive, the majority of people who had a direct contact with the Bilingual Program were 
pleased with it. On the opposite, a report to assess the Bilingual Education in Spain compared the tests carried out by 
students of 6
th
 year of Primary Education from bilingual schools and no bilingual schools, the results determined a 
worsening results in Conocimiento del medio natural social y cultural studied in English whereas the findings of 
Mathematics and Spanish language had an improvement in the results of these tests. Moreover, that report was 
considered as a reference to subsequent changes produced in schools where Bilingual Program is implemented, meaning 
an increase of students whose parents have universities studies and a significantly decrease of immigrant parents due to 
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the ignorance of English language producing the inability to help their children with homework (Anghel, Cabrales, Carro, 
2012). 
 2.2 Bilingual Education system in Murcia  
Until the last year, the law which established the Spanish Education System was denominated Ley Orgánica de 
Educación (LOE) and it was passed on the 6
th
 of April in 2006. LOE was the first law which regulated the Bilingual Program, 
afterwards it approved other new regulation of the program in 2011 which was modified in 2013. 
As a consequence educative changes led to the consecution of Ley Orgánica 8/2013 para la Mejora de la Calidad 
Educativa (LOMCE), the law which governs the Spanish Educative System from 2013 until now. It has been demanded a 
new motivation for the Bilingual Education in Primary Schools from the Region of Murcia. The educative management has 
established subjects which will be learn in a foreign language, English, on the condition that they cannot modify the basic 
aspects of the curriculum regulated by the Decree 198/2014 which establishes the Primary Education Curriculum in the 
Region of Murcia. 
Schools must follow a set of requisites to work with bilingual teaching from the first course of primary education. 
Bilingual schools need sufficient number of qualified teachers capable to teach through the bilingual modality at least next 
three courses. Furthermore, teachers have to obtain the level B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference for 
Languages. In addition, it is indispensable the support of staff meeting, the school council and to carry out the stage of 
Primary Education being financed with public funds.  
The Bilingual Education Program determines a variety of modalities with different levels of English exposition of English 
as a Second Language to arrange the reality and interests of different schools. The Initial Immersion schools involve two 
subjects teaching in English which are English and Natural Science. The Intermediate Immersion schools involve until 50% 
of subjects are taught in English. Schools can choose all subjects except Maths, Social Science and Spanish Language. The 
Intensive Immersion schools overtake 50% of the subjects taught in English. These schools can teach all subjects in English 
except Spanish language and the Second foreign language. 
LOMCE also determines a methodological model to teach the subjects which are provided in English, this method is 
denominated as Aprendizaje Integrado de Contenidos Lengua extranjera (AICLE). Their most distinguished aspects are: a) 
The teacher has to use the English as a way of communication in every school context (playground, dining hall…), the use 
of the mother tongue will be punctual, b) The use of task-based approach and important projects for children must be 
fostered, c) Students have an active role in the classroom d) Teachers must incite the cooperative learning in the 
classroom in all daily situations and e) He/She must encourage the looking for exchange information to improve students’ 
oral skills.  
2.2.1 Science modification in the curriculum 
2.2.1.1 LOE 
 LOE fostered Conocimiento del medio natural social y cultural area as a core subject because it orientates and involves 
different spheres of knowledge that promote a better comprehension and explanation of the environment and its 
interaction with the human being.  
2.2.1.2 LOMCE 
 One of the main purposes of Primary Education is “Conocer los aspectos fundamentales de las Ciencias de la 
Naturaleza, las Ciencias Sociales, la Geografía, la Historia y la Cultura” as it is reflected in Article 7 of “Real Decreto 
126/2014”. To achieve this aim LOMCE distribute the Natural Science and Social Science as both core subjects. This change 
has supposed the division of the area of “Conocimiento del Medio Natural Social y Cultural” worked previously in LOE. It is 
not the first time that Natural and Social Science subjects are implemented in the Spanish Educative System. In this sense, 
the previous Ley General de Educación (LGE) in 1970 was the first law which defended this division of science field in the 
past. Until then, the set of science subjects were taught as separate subjects and therefore Geography, History and Civic 
education were taught in Spanish primary levels. 
LOMCE promotes the acquisition of historic references which allow students to elaborate a personal interpretation of 
the world through basic contents of Spanish history and Autonomous Community. Tools used in this area are maps and 
other graphic representations which are favourable to identify and analyse the historic process and the geographic space. 
In this light, a specific vocabulary is necessary to have a good command of the subject. In addition, the law emphasizes the 
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development of curiosity to know the lifestyle of human being in the past as well as the importance of archaeological 
remains and becoming aware of the cultural heritage to be preserved and improved.  
Consequently, the main purpose of Social Science is the transmission and immersion of some values like solidarity, 
democracy and responsibility. To achieve this goal the Spanish Educative System settles the training of students to have an 
active participation in the economic, social and cultural life, with a critical and responsible attitude in order to be capable 
of adapting to constantly changing situations which are common in a knowledge-based society.  Among the 
methodological approaches recommended by law for Social science teaching only one of them is related to include 
motivation when dealing with the subject: “Fomentar el esfuerzo como elemento esencial del proceso de aprendizaje y de 
responsabilidad en el estudio, así como actitudes de confianza en sí mismo, sentido crítico, iniciativa personal, curiosidad, 
interés y creatividad en el aprendizaje espíritu emprendedor” stated by LOMCE. In spite of the constant search of 
students’ motivation, a study has demonstrated that the age is an influencing factor in the preference of students related 
to the science field (Marbà and  Marquèz, 2010). 
On the other hand, as it has previously said LOMCE determines a set of learning standards in each specific area and 
they have a higher priority to be learnt than the learning of the English language. In addition, the teacher must focus on 
the teaching of specific contents.       
This law has been a controversial topic among politics, teachers, parents and students due to the important change that 
it involves. As it is explained in the interview IBER, the only postulation which has not caused a general rejection has been 
the Natural and Social Science contents’ organization in two separately subjects in Primary Education. However, an 
involution is deducted by analysing the Primary Education Curriculum’s contents being compared to the previous 
unsatisfying model (Moraga, 2015).    
2.3 United States and Spanish Education System  
United States elementary schools offer some instructions in the fundamental skills of reading, writing and maths 
besides history and geography which together are called social studies, crafts, music, science, art and physical education. 
In this way, we can emphasize that Social Studies are comparable to the Social Science area which is regulated by LOMCE 
in Spain. Nevertheless, they are not the same thing. Social studies constituted the adaptation of the scholarly disciplines 
through experiential learning which is developmentally appropriate to school students meaning areas like citizenship, self-
realization and social skills in addition to learn about the world far and near, long ago and present. However, the Social 
sciences give a structure to students learning in the form of key concepts and important methods of inquiry (Ellis, 2011).  
Furthermore, United States education system works with Learning Standards which provide a listing of essential core 
contents to be taught and learned. They are designed to guide the planning of instruction and to attach the assessment of 
learning. However the assessment is different in each State, considering that each elementary school choose the sources 
to engage students develop their critical thinking skills and construct knowledge. There are some educative communities 
that recommend how to assess the social studies area. For instance, Beyond the Bubble is the base of Stanford History 
Education Group’s membership in the Library of Congress’s Teaching with Primary Sources Educational Consortium and it 
offers easy-to-use assessments that capture students’ knowledge in action-rather their recall of discrete facts. It has many 
types of assessments like Historical Assessment of Thinking.  
2.4 Limitations of previous studies 
The limitation presented of aforementioned studies are related to the population analysed. In the FDEA report 
participants belong to 6
th
 year of Primary Education and it does not have a clear overview about bilingual program 
development in the rest of levels in Primary Education. To get significative results is necessary to proceed to a comparative 
analysis of each year of Primary Education. Furthermore the report only was carried out in the Community of Madrid.  
On the other hand, sixteen studies took place to assess the lessons carried out through Bilingual Education Program 
explained above. However, these studies were carried out since 2011 (Dobson, A. et al., 2010). In this sense, taking into 
account the evolution of the bilingual education and the changes of our society the results from these studies are 
outdated. 
2.5 Research questions 
The present study is an attempt to know how students feel about two important changes which took place in 
2014/2015 academic year at Virgen de Guadalupe School.  Firstly the division of Conocimiento del medio natural social y 
cultural into Natural and Social science subjects. Secondly the introduction of the Intensive Immersion Bilingual Program. 
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Unfortunately, there are not any previous study about these topics so it is not possible to have any reference related to 
the current research. In what follows research questions are briefly formulated: 
i) Are students pleased with the Natural and Social Science subjects? 
ii) Do students agree with the Intensive Immersion Bilingual Program? 
iii) How does the Intensive Immersion Bilingual Program affect to Social science understanding?   
3. METHOD 
3.1 Context and participants 
3.1.1The school 
This study has been carried out at the State School “Virgen de Guadalupe” located in Guadalupe. The school is 
constituted by a rich cultural diversity of students. Furthermore, there is a strong participation and commitments of 
parents in their children’s education. The school does everything in its power to help the most needed families.  
This school is one of the two states schools which have introduced the Intensive Immersion of Bilingual Education 
System in the Region of Murcia. In this sense, the advanced degree of language immersion was implemented in 2014/2015 
academic year. Consequently, since last year, all subjects are studied by using English as the language communication 
vehicle except Spanish Language, Mathematics, Religion, French, and Social and Civic Values. In addition, in reference to 
features of the school setting, some parents cannot help their children with their homework because they know nothing 
about English language. Nevertheless, no one has left this school for any reason related to the previous matter.  
3.1.2 Participants 
The present study is constituted by 128 participants (students); 66 of them are between 8 to 9 years old (three groups 
of 3
rd
 year of Primary Education) and 62 are between 10 to 11 years old (three groups of 5
th
 year of Primary Education). 
Both stages were affected by the introduction of LOMCE last year. In reference to this point, although first year of Primary 
Education was also included in the new LOMCE educational system, the current study has not taken into account the 
mentioned year because these students did not have any previous reference about Science subjects since Pre Primary 
Education does not comprise the treatment of the bilingual program at school.  
3.2 Description of the project 
3.2.1 Instructional treatment  
First of all the questionnaire was revised and analysed by five teachers of the Virgen de Guadalupe State Primary 
School. Then the questionnaire was distributed ten minutes before the classes ended. Once the questionnaire was given 
to students I introduced myself explaining what the purpose of my research was about. After that, I arranged students in 
separate tables to make sure they provide an individual and personal response to the questionnaire. Thus, I started to 
explain the questions one by one giving examples when necessary in order to clarify the aim of each one of them.  
3.2.2 Data collection 
The main tool used in this study is the questionnaire. It consists of a set of different kind of questions about facts and 
aspects which are the point of interest in an investigation or evaluation and it can be applied in different ways. Survey 
studies are usually used in the academic world since they are very useful to collect, descript and predict certain data about 
a phenomenon, (Bizquerra, 2004). There are different methodologies to design a survey study. Buendía (1998) establishes 
three phases of development: Theoretical-Conceptual phase, Methodological phase and Statistical and Conceptual phase. 
The first phase includes the goals and hypotheses of the research. The main goals of the study are: to know the degree of 
satisfaction and difficulty that students feel in relation to the contents of Social Science; to discover if the methodology 
used by teachers is a source of motivation for their students; to find clearly differences in the data results depending on 
the age of students.  
The second phase is based on a selection of a sample and variables for the study. In this study the sample involves 
students from third and fifth year of Primary Education stage of a state School located in Murcia. Moreover, the research 
has independent and dependent variables. Independent variables are the age of students, the division of Science subject 
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into Natural and Social subjects and the Intensive Immersion Bilingual Program. In reference to the latter, the results of 
the study are considered as the independent variable.  
The third phase includes the design of the questionnaire. It has nine close questions and they are explained below. The 
questionnaire can be found in appendix 1.  
Firstly, it has been reflected the preference of students with the following questions:   
1. ¿Qué asignatura te gusta más las Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que das este año o Ciencias como diste el 
año pasado?  
a) Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales 
b) Ciencias 
c) Me gustan ambas 
2. ¿Este año son más divertidas las clases de Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que el año pasado Ciencias? 
a) Sí, son más divertidas porque este año hacemos más proyectos y actividades lúdicas que el año pasado 
b) No, el año pasado hacíamos más proyectos y lo pasábamos mejor. 
c) Es igual de divertido que el año anterior 
The purposes of these questions are to discover if students are pleased with the division of science subject and also 
with the methodology used by teachers in the mentioned subject. It has been named as “Ciencias” instead of 
“Conocimiento del medio” because these students usually name this subject as “Science”.  
Secondly, pupil’s opinions is an important aspect to be considered in order to check their feedback about the contents 
of Social and Natural Science subjects.  
3. ¿Crees que aprendes más contenidos en Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que trabajando solamente ciencias 
como el año pasado? 
a) No, yo estoy aprendiendo menos contenidos en estas dos asignaturas. En ciencias aprendí mucho más 
b) Yo entiendo los contenidos de Ciencias Naturales pero los de Ciencias Sociales son más difíciles de entender 
c) Sí, yo estoy aprendiendo más contenidos en Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales 
Questions number 4, 5 and 6 allow us to know the feelings of students about the partition of science subject.  
4. ¿Estás contento con tu calificación en Ciencias Sociales este año? 
a) Sí, he sacado una nota que demuestra el esfuerzo que he realizado para superar la asignatura 
b) No, el año pasado obtuve mejores resultados en mi nota de ciencias que este. 
c) Sí, mi nota es la misma que la del año pasado 
5. ¿Qué nivel de dificultad presentan este año las asignaturas de Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales? 
a) Fácil 
b) Normal 
c) Un poco más difícil 
d) Difícil 
e) Es muy difícil 
6. Si este trabajases con Ciencias en lugar de con Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales ¿Crees que tus notas 
mejorarían? 
a) Sí, estoy absolutamente seguro/a 
b) Sí, creo que sí 
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c) No, seguramente obtendría las mismas notas 
Finally, last questions are specifically related to the Bilingual Program. In this sense, thet allow us to study if the 
language has a positive or negative influence acquisition with respect to the content worked in Social science subject. In 
this light, the previous subject is only worked in English in the Intensive Immersion of Bilingual Program.  
7. ¿Sueles entender los contenidos que se dan en clase de Ciencias Sociales? 
a) Sí, lo entiendo todo 
b) Sí, entiendo la mayoría de los contenidos aunque a veces hay algunas cosas que no las entiendo por el vocabulario 
en inglés 
c) No, entiendo la mitad de la lección 
d) No entiendo casi nada 
8. ¿Es más difícil estudiar en casa la asignatura de Ciencias Sociales que estudiar Ciencias como el año pasado? 
a) Sí, es más difícil porque este año hay que estudiar el doble de contenidos que el año pasado.  
b) Sí, es más difícil porque hay que saber más inglés. 
c) No, es igual de difícil que el año pasado. 
d) No, es más fácil que el año pasado.  
9. ¿Te gustaría trabajar las Ciencias Sociales en Castellano? 
a) Sí, entendería mejor la asignatura y sacaría más nota. 
b) No, me gusta trabajarla en inglés porque aprendo cada día más vocabulario de inglés. 
This survey has been completed in an anonymous way in order to guarantee the students data protection. To complete 
the questionnaire, students had to write the school year they belonged. In addition, the importance of sex has been 
disdained.  
On the other hand, I wrote the survey in Spanish language to avoid misunderstanding. Furthermore, I named the 
“Conocimiento del medio natural, social y cultural” subject like “Ciencias” subject because students usually refer to this 
subject as “Science”. Finally, SPSS Statistics Base computer programme was used to calculate the results through an 
analytical process. 
4. RESULTS 
The main results of the study. 
The implementation of the mentioned method and the utilization of the research material have provided the data 
collection explained in the following pages. Regarding to this point, the elaboration of a bar chart belonging to each 
question has been considered. Each bar is associated with a different answer of a certain question. Firstly, it has shown 
the bar codes with questions and their corresponding answers to third year and later to fifth year. Each graphic holds its 
explanation below.  
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Figure 1. Percentage of answers for question number 1. 
 
As far as question number one is concerned, “¿Qué asignatura te gusta más las Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales 
que das este año o Ciencias como diste el año pasado?” it can be observed how 48,48% of students  have answered they 
like science subject as well as Social and Natural sciences subjects. However the other half of students are divided into 28, 
79% who find funny Natural and Social sciences subjects and 22, 73% of students who miss the Science subject.  
 
 
Figure 2. Percentage of answers for question number 2. 
 
According to question number 2, “¿Este año son más divertidas las clases de Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que 
el año pasado Ciencias?” 60, 61% of students enjoy with the kind of activities they do in Natural and Social sciences 
subjects. On the contrary, 16, 67% of students remember the realization of more projects and research activities when 
they worked Science subject last year. And 22, 73 % of students determine they are doing the same activities as Science 
subject as Natural and Social sciences subjects.  
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Figure 3. Percentage of answers for question number 3. 
 
The third question facilitate us the point of view from students about the knowledge which are learnt in Social and 
Natural sciences subjects, “¿Crees que aprendes más contenidos en Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que trabajando 
solamente ciencias como el año pasado?”. In this sense, 69, 70% of students comprehend more contents in Natural and 
Social science subjects, although 21, 21% of students find a clearly differences of the difficulty between Natural sciences 
and Social sciences. This means that a considerable number of students notice Social Science subject is more difficult. Only 
9, 09% of students think they learn more contents working the Science subject.   
 
 
Figure 4. Percentage of answers for question number 4. 
 
Turning to question number four, “¿Estás contento con tu calificación en Ciencias Sociales este año?” 39,39%, of 
students consider their effort made in this subject is represented in their Social sciences qualifications. Moreover, 28, 79% 
of students feel they have to work harder Social science subject than Science subject and 31, 82% are impartial since they 
admit their Science subject marks have not suffered any change compared to the ones they got last year. 
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Figure 5. Percentage of answers for question number 5. 
 
The Fifth question has five different choices because there is a need to discover exactly the perception of difficulty 
students have, “¿Qué nivel de dificultad presentan este año las asignaturas de  Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales?”, 
15, 15% of students do not find any trouble to face the subject and 48, 48% of students feel the same degree of difficulty 
in the subject like last year. However, it is appreciated that the rest of the answers represent a significant number of 
students who feel the subject as a bit more difficult 28, 79%, difficult 4, 55% or very difficult 3, 03%.  
 
 
Figure 6. Percentage of answers for question number 6. 
 
With regard to question number six, “Si este año trabajaras con la asignatura de Ciencias en lugar de con las asignaturas 
de Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales ¿Crees que tus notas mejorarían?” 10, 61% of students are sure their marks 
would be better if they work with Science subject. In addition, 53, 03% think they could get better marks studying Science 
subject. Finally, 36, 36% of students feel they probably get the same marks studying Science subject as studying Social and 
Natural science.     
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Figure 7. Percentage of answers for question number 7. 
 
The seventh question aims to prove if the language used in the classroom is an influencing factor to understand the 
Social Science subject, “¿Sueles entender los contenidos que se dan en clase de Ciencias Sociales?” 34, 85% of students 
defend they understand the subject during the whole lesson of Social science. On the other hand 51, 52% of students 
assume they have a few problems with the vocabulary which they do not understand in English. Moreover, 7, 58% of 
students only understand the half of Social science lessons and the rest of students, 6, 06%, admit they understand 
nothing dealing with Social during lessons.  
 
Figure 8. Percentage of answers for question number 8. 
 
According to question number eight “¿Es más difícil estudiar en casa la asignatura de Ciencias Sociales que estudiar 
Ciencias como el año pasado?” 33, 33% of students have answered they have to study more contents of Social science 
subject at home. However a considerably amount of 21, 21% of students think the foreign language used in Social science 
subject requires for them an extra effort to understand the contents. In addition,   19, 70% of students consider they have 
the same difficulty degree related to last year. The    25, 76% admit new subjects are easier to study than Science subject.  
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Figure 9. Percentage of answers for question number 9. 
 
The last question determines if students prefer Social Science subject in Spanish or English, “¿Te gustaría trabajar las 
Ciencias Sociales en castellano?”. In this light, 31, 82 % of students want to study the subject in Spanish and 68, 18% of 
them would like to leave things as they are.  
Once answers from third year have been examined, results offered by students from fifth year are now detailed below: 
 
Figure 10. Percentage of answers for question number 1. 
 
According to question number one, “¿Qué asignatura te gusta más las Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que das 
este año o Ciencias como diste el año pasado?” the answers of the first question indicate that only 24, 19 % of students 
prefer to study the new subjects. On the contrary, a high number of students, 46, 77% , would like to work with Science 
subject like last year and 29, 03% of students are not worried about Natural or Social science subjects. 
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Figure 12. Percentage of answers for question number 2. 
 
In the second question, “¿Este año son más divertidas las clases de Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que el año 
pasado Ciencias?” 25, 81% of students seem to be motivated with Natural and Social science because they can participate 
in projects and do funny activities. However, 51, 61 of students feel they carried out better activities working Science 
subject. Furthermore, 22, 58% of students think they are doing the same research and kind of activities now and last year.  
 
Figure 13. Percentage of answers for question number 3. 
 
With regard to question number three, “¿Crees que aprendes más contenidos en Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales 
que trabajando solamente ciencias como el año pasado?”  
59, 68 % of students have indicated they are sure that Social and Natural Science subjects contain more contents than 
Science subject. Although 29, 03% of students defend that concepts worked in Social science subject are more difficult 
than concepts learned in Natural science subject.  Moreover, 11, 29% of students have stated they learn less contents than 
they used to study when working in Science subject. 
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Figure 14. Percentage of answers for question number 4. 
 
According to question four, “¿Estás contento con tu calificación en Ciencias Sociales este año?” 30,65% of students do 
agree with their marks but 41,94 % of students feel their marks in this subject have been affected in a negative way this 
year clarifying they got better marks last course in Science subject.  Nevertheless, 27, 42% of students have been impartial 
since they admit their science marks have not suffered any change with respect to the last year. 
 
Figure 15. Percentage of answers for question number 5. 
 
In reference to question number 5, “¿Qué nivel de dificultad presentan este año las asignaturas de Ciencias Naturales y 
Ciencias Sociales?” 9, 68% of students find easy to study and get good marks in Natural and Social science subjects. On the 
other hand, 22, 58% of students feel the same degree of difficulty in Natural and Social science subjects as well as Science 
subject. However, the 64, 52% of students feel that Natural and Social science subject are a little bit more difficult to work 
than Science subject. In this sense, 1, 61% of students selected the answer D (Difficult) and 1, 61% of students who chose 
answer E (very difficult) represent students who have serious learning problems with Natural and Social subjects.  
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Figure 16. Percentage of answers for question number 6. 
 
The answers of question number six provide the students’ opinion about their Sciences qualifications, “Si este año 
trabajaras con Ciencias en lugar de con Ciencias Naturales y ciencias Sociales ¿Crees que tus notas mejorarían?” 45, 16% of 
the students are sure that their marks would be higher if they had worked Science subject like last course. Furthremore, 
40, 32% think they could get better marks study science subject but they are not sure. Finally, 14, 52% of students feel 
they probably get the same marks by studying Science subject or Social and Natural sciences subjects. 
 
Figure 17. Percentage of answers for question number 7. 
 
As far as question number seven is concerned, “¿Sueles entender los contenidos que se dan en clase de Ciencias 
Sociales?” we can estimate if the foreign language used through Social science lessons is an influencing factor to 
understand the subject. Regarding to this point, 33, 87% of students defend they comprehend the subject during the 
whole session of Social science. On the opposite, students who represent 58, 06% assume they have a few problems with 
the vocabulary which they do not understand because it is introduced in English language. Moreover, 4, 84% of students 
understand the half of Social science lessons and 3, 23% of students admit they understand nothing when being in Social 
science sessions.  
000
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Figure 18. Percentage of answers for question number 8. 
 
Question number eight determines if students noticed they have to make an extra effort due to the Bilingual Program 
implemented at school or it is because of the amount of contents they have to learn, “¿Es más difícil estudiar en casa la 
asignatura de Ciencias Sociales que estudiar Ciencias como el año pasado?”. In reference to it, 54, 84% of students affirm 
they have to study the double of contents this year and for this reason it is more difficult to study Social Science subject. In 
addition, 16, 13 % of students think the foreign language used in Social Science subject require students to work harder. 
However, 19, 35% of students consider they have the same difficulties than they used to have during the last course and 9, 
68%  of students admit new subjects are easier to study than Science subject.  
 
 
Figure 19. Percentage of answers for question number 9. 
 
Finally question number nine, “¿Te gustaría trabajar las Ciencias Sociales en castellano?” proves if students prefer Social 
science subject in Spanish or English language. Thus, 19, 35 % of students want to study the subject in Spanish while 80, 
65% of them prefer to study Social science subject in English. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
5.1. Analysis of results.  
 The realization of this work has enabled the analysis and the study of one of the most demanded teaching approaches 
in recent years; Bilingual Education. The preparation of the research which gives body to this document has attempted to 
respond to one of the most important issues arising from the implementation of Bilingual Education in state schools, the 
linguistic transition from an area and the effects of a second language, that is, English, working on a subject that had not 
previously introduced at school. In this sense, the main purpose of the study was to know the feelings and opinions from 
students who are studying at the Virgen de Guadalupe Bilingual School. Due to the important changes which have been 
suffered by these students, that is to say, the implantation of the Advance Immersion in the Bilingual Program and the 
disappearance of Science subject, according to the results of the present study it will be possible to have a clear idea about 
the main difficulties, priorities, likes and dislikes of students who belong to both different years at the mentioned school.  
In reference to the favourable characteristics which concern the school, they have made possible to carry out this study 
since the management team of school is involved in the Bilingual Program in a professional and accurate way. This 
precision when teaching has enabled the familiarization and acceptance of students in the Bilingual Program. To succeed 
the study I discussed the principles aims of my research with some bilingual teachers from the school. Then I asked for 
permission to be present in some Social science lessons in both third and fifth year. Teachers accepted my petition and 
then I distributed and explained the questionnaire in each classroom and made the analysis of the present study. The 
students’ outcomes are represented in Appendix 2. 
In relation to the preference of Social Science subject treatment in Spanish or English, it can be noted the different 
percentage of students belonged to third and fifth year. The reason for this fact can be found in the teaching and learning 
process executed especially during the first and second years of primary education in order to achieve a bidirectional 
communication between the teacher and the student being based on the only use of English language. As a result, the 
experience in the treatment of English as a communicative vehicle for three to five years old in the mentioned stage may 
lead to the internalization of the second language and the independence with respect to the topic or area studied. In the 
same line of the intervention, the three last questions of the questionnaire from this study put into evidence how the 
implementation of the Intensive Immersion of bilingual program may influence the preference of students when 
expressing themselves freely and comfortably in English as well as the possibility of dealing with deeper Social science 
contents due to their good English command. Furthermore, it should be noted the dissimilarities experimented between 
students from third and fifth year. In this way, regarding to question number nine, “¿Te gustaría trabajar la asignatura de 
Ciencias Sociales en castellano?” the results obtained have shown how the students from third year have offered two 
answers with a similar proportion as a consequence of lower development of the second language communicative skills. 
Therefore, this previous outcome shows how the improvement of foreign linguistic skills involves paying less attention to 
second language performance while Social Science knowledge is transmitted. In this light, most of students from fifth year 
want to use English when dealing Social science since they are aware of how their oral speech and lexis is highly improved. 
This result shows a high degree of commitment in relation to the bilingual system. 
However in questions number seven and eight “¿Sueles entender los contenidos que se dan en la clase de Ciencias 
Sociales?”, “¿Es más difícil estudiar en casa la asignatura de Ciencias Sociales que estudiar Ciencias como el año pasado?” 
a certain rate of students have stated that Social Science subject is constituted by a lot of concepts and most of them are 
clear but children have a few problems when studying the vocabulary. This result is higher in fifth year than third year and 
it is due to the spiral curriculum structure which introduces new and more difficult content as Primary Education stage 
goes on. On the contrary there are more students from third year who find more difficulties than last year when doing 
their Social science homework, especially in those cases in which parents or tutors may not know English and children 
cannot be helped neither with the language nor with contents which are included in each Social science unit. In addition, 
there are also some parents who have no time to help children with their studies and, as a result, these students tend to 
find Social Science in English as an abstract and difficult subject. Regarding to this point, this is also one of the main 
reasons because of the majority of students from this school are attending private tutoring to improve their level of 
English. 
If we focus on students’ preferences in question one and two, “¿Qué asignatura te gusta más las ciencias Naturales y las 
Ciencias sociales que das este año o las ciencias como diste el año pasado?”, “¿Este año son más divertidas las clases de 
Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que el año pasado ciencias?” unexpected results have been obtained. In reference to 
them, students from third year prefer to study Natural and Social science subjects instead of Science subject. This 
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preference can be explained due to the fact that science field may attract children’s curiosity beyond the division of the 
subject. Furthermore, they find Natural and Social science as funny subjects because they defend that more research 
activities than last year are carried out when studying at school. Nevertheless, the vast majority of students from fifth year 
prefer to study an only Science subject rather than Natural and Social science justifying both of them take more time 
separately and it is not possible to do the same amount of projects than last year. These results are similar to the ones 
obtained by Anna Marbà and Conxita Marquèz (2010) in their research about the science lessons opinion of students since 
sixth year of Primary Education to fourth year of Secondary Education which shows us how the favourable attitudes 
toward science lessons decrease in students over the school.    
In this sense, both groups of students are aware of how these two subjects require learning more contents than last 
year. Moreover, a considerable number of students defend that Social science subject is more difficult to understand than 
Natural science subject. In reference to this result, the introduction of both separated subjects during this year must be 
considered since it is the first contact which students have concerning to this new way of studying science separately. In 
addition, studying Science subject for four years may have made fifth year students be accustomed to study this non-
specific area. However, third year students only have studied Science subject for two years. Furthermore, the lack of 
interest when studying some difficult scientific content must be taken into account. 
In reference to question number four, results show the agreement and disagreement concerning to the qualification 
obtained in Social science subject. Thus, another difference between the two groups of students is found: students from 
fifth year are in disagreement with their Social science qualification obtained whereas students from third year are happy 
with their qualification. On the other hand, as far as results of question number five is concerned, “¿Qué nivel de dificultad 
presentan este año las asignaturas de Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales?” the majority of students from third year 
have answered these two subjects have the same difficult or they are easier than the only subject from the last year 
whereas fifth year students have stated that Social and Natural science subjects are a bit difficult compared to the one 
from last year. In the same line, question number six says: “Si este año trabajaras con Ciencias en lugar de con Ciencias 
Naturales y ciencias Sociales ¿Crees que tus notas mejorarían?” according to it, on the one hand, half of students from 
third year think their qualifications could improve if they return to study science subject but they are not sure about that 
and, on the other hand, another significant number of students confirm they would get the same qualification. In this way, 
students from fifth year have answered they would get better marks if they just studied Science subject.   
5.2 Limitation and pedagogical Implication.   
As far as limitation and pedagogical implication is concerned, the present research has some adverse limitations. In this 
sense, the lack of previous studies is conceived as an important limitation since this study was carried out during the year 
that both Natural and Social subjects were implemented to the Official Curriculum for Primary Education and the three 
modalities of immersion in the Bilingual Program came into operation. As a consequence, there is no earlier study which 
allows to contrast the results obtained with the outcomes from another school in which both Natural and Social science 
are studied separately for the first time by using a foreign language.  
The sample of the study is limited because it is focused on a specific school since only two schools belonging to the 
Region of Murcia have implemented the highest immersion level of the Bilingual Program in Murcia and it has not been 
possible to carry out this research in third and fifth year of the other school. As a consequence, to validate the results of 
this research it would be useful to distribute the questionnaire to pupils from all schools which have the Advance 
Immersion Bilingual Program because they are the only schools where Social science could be studied in English. 
Furthermore, according to “Virgen de Guadalupe School”, four teachers are in charge of teaching Social science in both 
third and fifth year. As a result, the individual role of each teacher can also influence and determine what the students’ 
consideration and opinion about the subjects is. Given these limitations in the present study should be borne in mind in 
futures research. In addition, It would be helpful to carry out others researches to compare both previous Science subject 
and Social science subject qualifications in order to study how the new subjects’ structure has affected the performance 
and efficiency of children and, can be sure to answer questions like, how do parents feel the implementation of LOMCE 
and Advance Immersion Bilingual Program at home? Do children do their Social science homework without any help? 
According to the pedagogical implications, once changes included in the educational system have been given, teachers 
must anticipate problems which their students could find with these subjects. The outcomes obtained in this study may be 
useful and important for teachers who are especially working in a school which has similar characteristics to the current 
ones of “Virgen de Guadalupe School”. Thus, along with these results obtained teachers should adapt their 
methodologies, kind of activities or their assessment approach to solve student’s needs. For instance, following this 
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research, teachers who teach Social science in the fifth year might talk with their students about how they feel about 
studying this subject, and then both of them would begin working in a more focused way dealing with the children’s social 
interests as a starting point to introduce new contents of the subject. In this sense, the teacher is a key factor determining 
the success or failure of any curriculum innovation (Mitchener and Anderson, 1989). 
Finally, I must highlight that the lack of English knowledge shown by some parents is an extreme disadvantage for their 
children because they cannot be helped with their homework. Regarding to this point, teachers must take into account 
the disadvantages these children usually have. The socioeconomic background is considered one of the factors which 
explain the efficiency of students due to students who come from social disadvantaged home are less qualified (Ruiz, 
1992). Regarding to this point parents with economic problems will not pay any attention to their children homework 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1986). On the contrary if parents make a greater economic investment on educative and attractive 
resources for their children, they will develop profound intellectual skills and their efficiency will be higher (Carabaña, 
1982).  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Motivation, as a key factor when teaching and learning, is gradually decreased from third year to fifth year of 
Primary Education stage. Consequently, students of third year have accepted better the subject change whereas 
students of fifth year want to return to deal with Science subject.  
2. A considerable number of students find Social science subject more difficult than Natural science subject. This 
assumption can be explained due to the similarity of contents of Natural science subject with respect to the ones 
of the previous Science subject.  
  
3. Students of fifth year feel the partition of contents between Natural and Social Science has supposed a raise of 
contents which increases the difficulty of both subjects being compared to the level of Science subject. However, 
the addition of content makes student feel they are learning more than the previous year. 
4. There is a significant difference between both groups of students related to the qualifications. In this sense, third 
year students think their qualifications could improve or being at least the same they got during the last year. On 
the contrary, fifth year students are sure their qualifications would be higher if they were studying Science 
subject.  
5. Third and fifth year students are increasingly aware of the improvement of their linguistic skills when using 
English as a vehicular language. This statement justifies the gradual preference of studying Social science subject 
in English. 
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7. APPENDICES  
7.1. APPENDIX 1. QUESTIONNAIRE 
Cuestionario para 3º y 5º de Educación Primaria. 
La enseñanza de las ciencias en el nivel intensivo bilingüe.  
1º, 3 y 5º  trabajan Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales impuestas por la LOMCE.  
Curso: 
1. ¿Qué asignatura te gusta más las Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que das este año o Ciencias como diste 
el año pasado? 
a) Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales 
b) Ciencias 
c) Me gustan ambas 
2. ¿Este año son más divertidas las clases de Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que el año pasado Ciencias? 
a) Sí, son más divertidas porque este año hacemos más proyectos y actividades lúdicas que el año pasado.  
b) No, el año pasado hacíamos más proyectos y lo pasábamos mejor. 
c) Es igual de divertido que el año anterior.  
3. ¿Crees que aprendes más contenidos en Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales que trabajando solamente 
ciencias como el año pasado? 
a) No, yo estoy aprendiendo menos contenidos en estas dos asignaturas. En ciencias aprendí mucho más. 
b) Sí, yo entiendo los contenidos de Ciencias Naturales pero los de Ciencias Sociales son más difíciles de 
entender. 
c) Sí, yo estoy aprendiendo más contenidos en ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales este año.  
4. ¿Estás contento con tu calificación en Ciencias Sociales este año? 
a) Sí, he sacado una nota que muestra el esfuerzo que he realizado para superar la asignatura. 
b) No, el año pasado obtuve mejores resultados en mi nota de ciencias que este.  
c) Sí, mi nota es la misma que la del año pasado en Ciencias. 
5. ¿Qué nivel de dificultad presentan este año las asignaturas de  Ciencias Naturales y Ciencias Sociales? 
a) Fácil 
b) Normal 
c) Un poco más difícil 
d) Difícil 
e) Muy difícil  
6. Si este año trabajaras con Ciencias en lugar de con Ciencias Naturales y ciencias Sociales ¿Crees que tus notas 
mejorarían? 
a) Sí, estoy absolutamente seguro/a. 
b) Sí, creo que sí. 
c) No, seguramente obtendría las mismas notas. 
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7. ¿Sueles entender los contenidos que se dan en clase de Ciencias Sociales?  
a) Sí, lo entiendo todo. 
b) Sí, entiendo la mayoría de los contenidos aunque a veces hay algunas cosas que no las entiendo pero por 
el vocabulario en inglés.  
c) No, entiendo la mitad de la clase. 
d) No entiendo casi nada. 
  
8. ¿Es más difícil estudiar en casa la asignatura de Ciencias Sociales que estudiar Ciencias como el año pasado? 
a) Sí, es más difícil porque este año hay que estudiar el doble de contenidos que el año pasado. 
b) Sí, es más difícil porque hay que saber más inglés. 
c) No, es igual de difícil que el año pasado. 
d) No, es más fácil que el año pasado. 
9. ¿Te gustaría trabajar las Ciencias Sociales en castellano? 
a) Sí, entendería mejor la asignatura y sacaría más nota. 
b) No, me gusta trabajarla en inglés porque aprendo cada día más vocabulario de inglés.  
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